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The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) works with industry, academic and government 
experts to find practical solutions for businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity needs. The 
NCCoE collaborates to build open, standards-based, modular, end-to-end reference 
designs that are broadly applicable and help businesses more easily align with relevant 
standards and best practices. To learn more about the NCCoE, visit 
http://nccoe.nist.gov. To learn more about NIST, visit http://www.nist.gov. 

NCCoE building blocks address technology gaps that affect multiple industry sectors. 

ABSTRACT 

Federal Information Processing (FIPS) Standards Publication 201-2, “Personal Identity 
Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and Contractors,” establishes a standard for a 
PIV system based on secure and reliable forms of identity credentials issued by the 
federal government to its employees and contractors. These credentials are intended to 
authenticate individuals who require access to federally controlled facilities, information 
systems, and applications. In 2005, when FIPS 201 was first published, logical access was 
geared toward traditional computing devices (i.e., desktop and laptop computers) 
where the PIV card provides common authentication mechanisms through integrated 
smart card readers across the federal government. With the emergence of computing 
devices such as tablets, convertible computers, and in particular mobile devices, the use 
of PIV cards has proved challenging. Mobile devices lack the integrated smart card 
readers found in laptop and desktop computers and require separate card readers 
attached to devices to provide authentication services. In addition, some of the modern 
use case scenarios require the devices to be “on” all the time and for the user to quickly 
authenticate to the system using a personal identification number. Derived PIV 
credentials represent one possible way to PIV-enable a mobile device. The document 
specifies the use of tokens on mobile devices in which derived PIV credentials and their 
corresponding private keys may be used. The use of tokens with alternative form factors 
greatly improves the usability of electronic authentication from mobile devices to 
remote information technology resources. The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) has developed a proof-of-concept prototype platform for use of 
derived identity credentials in a mobile environment. Although the PIV program and the 
proof-of-concept focus on federal credentials, personal identity verification and 
identity-based security in mobile environments are important in both public and private 
sectors. The NCCoE is initiating a building block effort to develop and demonstrate 
extensions from the current platform to a platform that supports both government and 
private sector applications. The goal of the building block effort is a feasible security 
platform based on Federal PIV standards that can support operations in federal (PIV), 
non-federal critical infrastructure (PIV-Interoperable or PIV-I), and general business (PIV-
Compatible or CIV) environments. This project will result in a freely available NIST 
Cybersecurity Practice Guide. 

http://nccoe.nist.gov/
http://www.nist.gov/
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DISCLAIMER 

Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identified in this document 
in order to describe an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such 
identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST or 
NCCoE, nor is it intended to imply that the entities, materials or equipment are 
necessarily the best available for the purpose.  

COMMENTS ON NCCOE DOCUMENTS 

Organizations are encouraged to review all draft publications during public comment 
periods and provide feedback. All publications from NIST’s National Cybersecurity 
Center of Excellence are available at http://nccoe.nist.gov. 

Comments on this publication may be submitted to: piv-nccoe@nist.gov 

Public comment period: June 18, 2015 to August 14, 2015 
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1. DESCRIPTION 1 

Goal 2 

Organizations protect their information systems, in part, by limiting access to the 3 
minimum set of users required to perform a function. This principle of “least privilege” 4 
requires both authentication and authorization processes. Federal Information 5 
Processing Standards Publication 201-2, “Personal Identity Verification (PIV) of Federal 6 
Employees and Contractors,” recommends using smart cards with user data in 7 
conjunction with passwords to provide two-factor authentication to federal information 8 
systems. While many desktop and laptop computers have built-in card readers, 9 
enterprises today rely heavily on the productivity of mobile devices (i.e., smartphones 10 
and tablets) that do not easily accommodate card readers. Organizations reliant on 11 
smart-card-and-password two-factor authentication need to authenticate users of 12 
mobile devices in a way that is more tamper-resistant than a password and as easy to 13 
use as a smart card. However, it is challenging to use a smart card on the various mobile 14 
devices due to their form factor. Attaching or tethering a separate external smart card 15 
reader to the mobile phones or tablets creates usability and portability challenges and 16 
makes the card an impractical authentication token. 17 

This building block will demonstrate, using smart cards (initially PIV cards), how derived 18 
smart card credentials can be added to mobile devices so that they may be used for 19 
remote authentication to information technology (IT) systems in operational 20 
environments. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Information 21 
Technology Laboratory’s Computer Security Division has developed an initial derived 22 
credentials proof-of-concept platform. Personal identification in mobile device 23 
environments is important in Federal (PIV), critical infrastructure (PIV-Interoperable 24 
[PIV-I]), and general business (PIV-Compatible [PIV-C or CIV]) environments. The goal of 25 
the building block effort is a feasible security platform based on Federal PIV standards 26 
and a NCCoE-developed demonstration prototype that can support operations in PIV, 27 
PIV-I, and PIV-C or CIV environments. This building block will use commercially available 28 
technologies to build on the proof of concept to demonstrate a public key infrastructure 29 
(PKI) with credentials derived from a PIV card, adhering to the requirements in NIST 30 
Special Publication (SP) 800-157, “Guidelines for Derived Personal Identity Verification 31 
(PIV) Credentials.” The derived PIV X.509-based credentials will be used for logical 32 
access to remote resources hosted within an on-premises data center or in the public 33 
cloud. The corresponding derived private key will be stored in a cryptographic module 34 
with alternative form factor such as embedded hardware or software in a mobile device 35 
or a removable token such as a secure digital (SD) card, universal integrated circuit card 36 
(UICC, the new generation of SIM cards), or Universal Serial Bus (USB) token. 37 
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Background 38 

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Publication 201-2, “Personal Identity 39 
Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and Contractors,”1 establishes a standard for a 40 
PIV system based on secure and reliable forms of identity credentials issued by the 41 
federal government to its employees and contractors. These credentials are intended to 42 
authenticate individuals who require access to federally controlled facilities, information 43 
systems and applications. The standard addresses requirements for initial identity 44 
proofing, infrastructures to support interoperability of identity credentials, and 45 
accreditation of organizations and processes issuing PIV credentials. In 2005, when FIPS 46 
201 was first published, logical access was geared toward traditional computing devices 47 
(i.e., desktop and laptop computers), where the PIV card provides common 48 
authentication mechanisms through integrated smart card readers across the federal 49 
government. With the emergence of a newer generation of computing devices such as 50 
tablets, convertible computers, and in particular with mobile devices, the use of PIV 51 
cards has proved challenging. Mobile devices lack the integrated smart card readers 52 
found in laptop and desktop computers and require separate card readers attached to 53 
devices to provide authentication services from the device. In addition, some of the 54 
modern use case scenarios require the devices to be “on” all the time and the user to 55 
quickly authenticate to the system using a personal identification number (PIN).  56 

NIST SP 800-157 defines the use of a derived PIV credential as one possible way to PIV-57 
enable a mobile device. It specifies the use of tokens on mobile devices in which derived 58 
PIV credentials and their corresponding private keys may be used. The use of tokens 59 
with alternative form factors greatly improves the usability of electronic authentication 60 
from mobile devices to remote IT resources, while maintaining the goals of Homeland 61 
Security Presidential Directive 122 for common identification that is secure, reliable, and 62 
interoperable government-wide.  63 

2. SCENARIOS 64 

This section proposes some high-level usage scenarios that support various 65 
characteristics and requirements that will be described in detail in the next section. 66 

Usage Scenario 1 67 

An organization provisions PIV credentials using a local enterprise PIV Card 68 
Management System (CMS). The organization is deploying modern client devices such as 69 
smart phones, tablets, and ultra-lightweight general-purpose computing devices that do 70 
not have built-in or contactless PIV card readers. However, these devices provide an 71 

                                                      

1 http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.FIPS.201-2 
2 Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12: Policy for a Common Identification Standard for Federal 
Employees and Contractors, http://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-presidential-directive-12 
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embedded hardware token or software token that supports derived PIV credentials. In 72 
addition, the enterprise CMS system and internal PKI are capable of supporting the 73 
issuance, maintenance, use, and termination of derived PIV X.509-based credentials. 74 
The derived PIV credentials are used to authenticate and access resources hosted on a 75 
secure website, email messages hosted in the cloud, and the like. 76 

For example, NIST SP 800-157 describes in detail an informative3 issuance process of 77 
derived PIV credentials at Level of Identity Assurance 3 as follows: 78 

An employee requires a mobile device for work. The mobile device is ordered 79 
and a request for the issuance of a Derived PIV Credential is submitted to the 80 
agency’s approval authority. 81 

Once the employee has received the device and the request has been approved 82 
the employee starts the issuance process by visiting a Web site operated by a 83 
registration authority (RA) that is associated with the certification authority (CA) 84 
that will issue the Derived PIV Credential. The Web site requires TLS [Transport 85 
Layer Security] client authentication using the PIV Authentication certificate on 86 
the employee’s PIV Card. Since the employee cannot use the PIV Card with the 87 
mobile device the employee performs this step from a desktop computer. By 88 
requiring the use of the PIV Authentication certificate when connecting to the 89 
Web site and by validating the certificate, the server not only authenticates the 90 
employee, but also verifies that the employee is still eligible to possess a PIV 91 
credential. If the employee successfully authenticates to the server then the RA 92 
issues the employee a one-time password (OTP). 93 

The employee then runs a provisioning application on the mobile device. The 94 
application asks the employee to enter the OTP that was previously provided 95 
and to create a password, which will subsequently be used to authenticate to 96 
the cryptographic module. The application generates a key pair within the 97 
device’s cryptographic module and submits the OTP and newly generated public 98 
key to the RA as part of a certificate request. The RA authenticates the employee 99 
by verifying that the OTP in the certificate request matches the one that it 100 
previously issued, signs the certificate request, and forwards it to the CA, which 101 
issues the Derived PIV Credential (i.e., the Derived PIV Authentication 102 
certificate). The provisioning application loads the Derived PIV Authentication 103 
certificate on the mobile device. 104 

Usage Scenario 2 105 

An organization wants to leverage shared service provider-provisioned PIV credentials 106 
to generate derived PIV credentials to be used on various computing devices. A local 107 
                                                      

3 This represents an illustrative example provided in SP 800-157; it does not reflect a specific issuance 
process requirement. 
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CMS system and PKI will support the issuance, maintenance, use, and termination of the 108 
derived PIV X.509-based credentials. The derived PIV credentials are used to 109 
authenticate and access resource hosted on a secure website, email messages hosted in 110 
the cloud, and the like. 111 

3. SECURITY CHARACTERISTICS 112 

This building block will demonstrate capabilities throughout the primary life-cycle 113 
activities for the derived PIV credential as described in NIST SP 800-157. To achieve 114 
interoperability with the PIV infrastructure and its applications, this building block will 115 
use PKI technology as the basis for the derived PIV credential. An X.509 public key 116 
certificate that the CMS has issued in accordance with the requirements of NIST SP 800-117 
157 and the X.509 certificate policy for the U.S. Federal PKI Common Policy Framework 118 
(FPKIPA) will serve as the derived PIV authentication certificate. The proposed approach 119 
outlines general security characteristics for stages within the PIV management life cycle.  120 

General Characteristics: 121 

1. A derived PIV credential is issued, for which the corresponding private key is 122 
stored in a cryptographic module that is an alternative form factor to the PIV 123 
card 124 

2. Tokens are used with alternative form factors to the PIV card that may be 125 
inserted into mobile devices, such as microSD tokens, USB tokens, or universal 126 
integrated circuit cards, or that are embedded in the mobile or computing 127 
device.  128 

3. The PKI-based derived PIV credentials specified in this document are issued at 129 
levels of assurance (LOAs) 3 and 4.  130 

4. Derived PIV credentials are based on the general concept of a derived credential 131 
in NIST SP 800-63-2, which leverages identity proofing and vetting results of 132 
current and valid credentials. 133 

5. Applicant’s proof of possession of a valid PIV card is required to receive a derived 134 
PIV credential.  135 

6. The derived PIV authentication certificate is an X.509 public key certificate issued 136 
in accordance with the requirements of SP 800-157 and the X.509 Certificate 137 
Policy for the FPKIPA.4 138 

                                                      

4 http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy 

http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy
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7. The digital signature and key management keys can be included on the mobile 139 
devices. 140 

Initial Issuance Characteristics: 141 

1. A derived PIV credential shall be issued following verification of the applicant’s 142 
identity using the PIV authentication key on his or her existing PIV card by 143 
demonstrating possession and control of the related PIV card via the PKI-AUTH 144 
authentication mechanism per Section 6.2.3.1 of FIPS 201-2. 145 

2. The revocation status of the applicant’s PIV authentication certificate should be 146 
rechecked seven calendar days following issuance of the derived PIV credential.  147 

3. A derived PIV credential may be issued at identity assurance LOA-3 or LOA-4.  148 

4. An LOA-3 derived PIV credential may be issued remotely or in person, while an 149 
LOA-4 derived PIV credential is issued in person in accordance with SP 800-63.  150 

5. If the credential is issued remotely, all communications shall be authenticated 151 
and protected from modification (e.g., TLS), and encryption shall be used to 152 
protect the confidentiality of any private or secret data.  153 

6. If the issuance process involves two or more electronic transactions for an LOA-3 154 
derived PIV credential, the applicant must identify himself/herself in each new 155 
encounter by presenting a temporary secret that was issued in a previous 156 
transaction, as described in Section 5.3.1 of NIST SP 800-63.  157 

7. The applicant shall identify him- or herself using a biometric sample that can be 158 
verified against the applicant’s PIV card when enrolling for an LOA-4 derived PIV 159 
credential.  160 

8. If there are two or more transactions during the issuance process, the applicant 161 
shall identify him- or herself using a biometric sample that can be verified either 162 
against the PIV card or against a biometric that was recorded in a previous 163 
transaction when issuing a LOA-4 derived PIV credential.  164 

9. If an LOA-4 credential has been issued, the issuer shall retain for future reference 165 
the biometric sample used to validate the applicant.  166 

10. Issuance of multiple derived PIV credentials to the same applicant on the basis of 167 
the same PIV card is not precluded.  168 

Maintenance Characteristics: 169 

1. When certificate re-key or modification is performed remotely for an LOA-4 170 
derived PIV credential, communication between the issuer and the cryptographic 171 
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module in which the PIV derived authentication private key is stored shall occur 172 
only over mutually authenticated secure sessions between tested and validated 173 
cryptographic modules.  174 

2. When certificate re-key or modification is performed remotely for an LOA-4 175 
derived PIV credential, data transmitted between the issuer and the 176 
cryptographic module in which the PIV derived authentication private key is 177 
stored shall be encrypted and must contain data integrity checks.  178 

3. The initial issuance process shall be followed for re-key of an expired or 179 
compromised derived PIV credential.  180 

4. The initial issuance process shall be followed for re-key of a derived PIV 181 
credential at LOA-4 to a new hardware token.  182 

5. The derived PIV authentication certificate shall be revoked or the token 183 
containing the corresponding private key shall be either zeroized5 or destroyed 184 
when one of these circumstances occurs: 185 

a. The token containing the private key corresponding to the derived PIV 186 
credential is lost, stolen, damaged, or compromised. 187 

b. The token containing the private key corresponding to the derived PIV 188 
credential is transferred to another individual, including when a mobile 189 
device with an embedded cryptographic module is transferred to another 190 
individual. 191 

c. The department or agency that issued the credential determines that the 192 
subscriber is no longer eligible to have a PIV card (i.e., PIV card is 193 
terminated). 194 

d. The department or agency that issued the credential determines that the 195 
subscriber no longer requires a derived PIV credential, even if the 196 
subscriber’s PIV card is not being terminated. This may happen, for 197 
example, when the subscriber’s role in the agency changes such that 198 
he/she no longer has the need to access agency resources from a mobile 199 
device using a derived PIV credential. 200 

6. If the subscriber’s PIV card is reissued as a result of the subscriber’s name 201 
changing and the subscriber’s name appears in the Derived PIV Authentication 202 

                                                      

5 If the derived PIV authentication private key was created and stored on a hardware cryptographic token 
that does not permit export of the private key and the token was collected and either zeroized or 
destroyed, then revocation of the derived PIV authentication certificate is optional. In all other cases, 
revocation of the derived PIV authentication certificate is mandatory. 
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certificate, a new Derived PIV Authentication certificate with the new name will 203 
also need to be issued.  204 

Linkage with PIV Card Characteristics: 205 

1. A derived PIV credential issuer shall issue a derived PIV credential to an applicant 206 
only if it has access to information about the applicant’s PIV card from the issuer 207 
of the PIV card. 208 

2. The derived PIV credential issuer shall have a mechanism to periodically check 209 
with the PIV card issuer to determine if the PIV card has been terminated or if 210 
information about the individual that will appear in the derived PIV credential 211 
(e.g., name) has changed, as these would require revocation or modification of 212 
the derived PIV credential. 213 

3. The derived PIV credential issuer should check every 18 hours on the termination 214 
status. The periodic checking requirement can also be met if:  215 

a. A notification mechanism is in place between the PIV card issuer and 216 
derived PIV credential issuer or 217 

b. The PIV card record and the derived PIV credential record are stored in 218 
the same system and termination of the PIV card automatically triggers 219 
termination of the derived PIV credential. 220 

4. The issuer of the derived PIV credential shall not solely rely on tracking the 221 
revocation status of the PIV authentication certificate as a means of tracking the 222 
termination status of the PIV card. 223 

5. Additional methods must be employed for obtaining information about the PIV 224 
card from the PIV card issuer, such as: 225 

a. If the derived PIV credential is issued by the same agency or issuer that 226 
issued the subscriber’s PIV card, then the derived PIV credential issuer 227 
may have direct access to the Identity Management System database 228 
implemented by the issuing agency that contains the relevant 229 
information about the subscriber. 230 

b. When the issuer of the derived PIV credential is different from the PIV 231 
card issuer, the following mechanisms may be applied: 232 

i. The Backend Attribute Exchange (BAE) can be queried for the 233 
termination status of the PIV card, if an attribute providing this 234 
information is defined and the issuer of the PIV card maintains 235 
this attribute for the subscriber. The BAE can also be queried for 236 
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other attributes about the subscriber (e.g., name) that may 237 
appear in the derived PIV authentication certificate. 238 

ii. The issuer of the derived PIV credential notifies the original PIV 239 
issuer when a derived PIV credential is created. The issuer of the 240 
PIV card maintains a list of corresponding derived PIV credential 241 
issuers and sends notification to the latter set when the PIV card 242 
is terminated or when attributes about the cardholder change. 243 
Such notification should provide evidence of receipt and the 244 
integrity of the message. 245 

iii. If a Uniform Reliability and Revocation Service (URRS) is 246 
implemented in accordance with Section 3.7 of NIST IR 7817, A 247 
Credential Reliability and Revocation Model for Federated 248 
Identities, the issuer of a derived PIV credential may obtain 249 
termination status of the subscriber’s PIV card through the URRS. 250 

Technical Characteristics: 251 

1. Certificate Policies 252 

a. Derived PIV authentication certificates shall be issued under either the id-253 
fpki-common-pivAuth-derived-hardware (LOA-4) or the id-fpki-common-254 
pivAuth-derived (LOA-3) policy of “X.509 Certificate Policy for the U.S. 255 
Federal PKI Common Policy Framework.”6 256 

b. The derived PIV authentication certificate shall comply with Worksheet 257 
10: Derived PIV Authentication Certificate Profile, found in “X.509 258 
Certificate and Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile for the Shared 259 
Service Providers (SSP) Program.”7 260 

c. The expiration date of the derived PIV authentication certificate is based 261 
on the issuer’s certificate policy. There is no requirement to align the 262 
expiration date of the derived PIV authentication certificate with the 263 
expiration date of the PIV authentication certificate or the expiration of 264 
the PIV card; however, in many cases aligning the expiration dates will 265 
simplify life-cycle management. 266 

2. Cryptographic Specifications 267 

                                                      

6 The relevant versions of these documents will come once FPKIPA approves the changes required to 
support derived PIV credentials. 
7 The profile for derived PIV authentication certificates does not appear in the January 2008 version of the 
profile. A proposal for the new worksheet has been submitted to FPKIPA, but it has not yet been 
approved. 
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a. The cryptographic algorithm and key size requirements for the derived 268 
PIV authentication certificate and private key are the same as the 269 
requirements for the PIV authentication certificate and private key, as 270 
specified in SP 800-78. 271 

b. For Derived PIV Authentication certificates issued under id-fpki-common-272 
pivAuth-derived-hardware (LOA-4), the derived PIV authentication key 273 
pair shall be generated within a hardware cryptographic module that has 274 
been validated to Federal Information Processing Standard 140-2 Level 2 275 
or higher that provides Level 3 physical security to protect the derived 276 
PIV authentication private key while in storage and that does not permit 277 
exportation of the private key. 278 

c. For derived PIV authentication certificates issued under id-fpki-common-279 
pivAuth-derived (LOA-3), the derived PIV authentication key pair shall be 280 
generated within a cryptographic module that has been validated to 281 
[FIPS140] Level 1 or higher. 282 

3. Cryptographic Token Types 283 

a. Removable (Non-Embedded) Hardware Cryptographic Tokens 284 

i. A derived PIV application shall be installed on the hardware 285 
cryptographic token. The use of this data model and its interface 286 
supports interoperability and ensures that the derived PIV 287 
credential interface is aligned with the interface of the PIV card. 288 

ii. The form factor supports a secure element, a tamper-resistant 289 
cryptographic component that provides security and 290 
confidentiality. 291 

iii. The Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs) for the derived PIV 292 
application command interface specified in Appendix B of SP 800-293 
157 are transported to the secure element within each form 294 
factor over a transport protocol appropriate for that form factor. 295 

iv. As described in Appendix B of SP 800-157, the derived PIV 296 
application may include digital signature and key management 297 
private keys and their corresponding certificates, in addition to 298 
the derived PIV authentication private key and its corresponding 299 
certificate. 300 

v. SD Card with Cryptographic Module 301 
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1. A derived PIV application may reside on an SD card 302 
implementation that includes an onboard secure element 303 
or security system. 304 

2. The secure element used for the derived PIV application 305 
shall support an interface with the card commands 306 
specified in Appendix B of SP 800-157.  307 

vi. Removable Universal Integrated Circuit Card with Cryptographic 308 
Module 309 

1. The derived PIV application shall be installed in a security 310 
domain that is separate from other security domains, 311 
dedicated to the derived PIV credential, and under the 312 
explicit control of the issuing agency. 313 

2. The APDUs as specified in Appendix B of SP 800-157 shall 314 
be used with this secure element containing the PIV 315 
derived application. 316 

3. A UICC used to host a derived PIV credential shall 317 
implement the GlobalPlatform Card Secure Element 318 
Configuration v1.0. 319 

vii. USB Token with Cryptographic Module 320 

1. USB token implementations called USB Integrated 321 
Circuit(s) Card Devices (ICCDs) that contain an integrated 322 
secure element (an Integrated Circuit Card [ICC]) are 323 
suitable for issuance of derived PIV credentials and comply 324 
with the Universal Serial Bus Device Class: Smart Card ICCD 325 
Specification for USB Integrated Circuit(s) Card Devices. 326 

2. The APDUs for the derived PIV application as specified in 327 
Appendix B of SP 800-157 shall be transported to the 328 
secure element using the Bulk-Out command pipe, and the 329 
responses shall be received from the secure element using 330 
the Bulk-In command pipe. 331 

3. USB tokens with cryptographic modules that support a 332 
derived PIV application shall also be compliant with the 333 
specifications in SP 800-96 for APDU support for contact 334 
card readers. 335 

b. Embedded Cryptographic Tokens 336 
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i. A derived PIV credential and its associated private key may be 337 
used in cryptographic modules that are embedded within mobile 338 
devices, which may either be in the form of a hardware 339 
cryptographic module that is a component of the mobile device or 340 
of a software cryptographic module that runs on the device. 341 

ii. Software-based derived PIV credentials cannot be issued at LOA-342 
4. 343 

iii. A hybrid approach where the key is stored in hardware, but a 344 
software cryptographic module uses the key during an 345 
authentication operation, constitutes an LOA-3 solution. 346 

iv. The cryptographic module shall satisfy the requirements for either 347 
certificates issued under id-fpki-common-pivAuth-derived-348 
hardware or id-fpki-common-pivAuth-derived. 349 

v. These same cryptographic modules may also hold other keys, 350 
such as digital signature and key management private keys and 351 
their corresponding certificates. 352 

4. Activation Data 353 

a. Use of the derived PIV authentication private key, or access to the plain 354 
text or wrapped private key, shall be blocked prior to password-based 355 
subscriber authentication.  356 

b. The password should not be easily guessable or otherwise individually 357 
identifiable (e.g., part of a Social Security Number or phone number). 358 

c. The required password length shall be a minimum of six characters. 359 

d. There shall be a mechanism to block use of the derived PIV 360 
authentication private key after a number of consecutive failed activation 361 
attempts, as stipulated by the department or agency.  362 

e. Throttling mechanisms may be used to limit the number of attempts that 363 
may be performed over a given period of time. 364 

f. For embedded tokens at LOA-3, the authentication mechanism may be 365 
implemented by hardware or software mechanisms outside the boundary 366 
of the cryptographic module, provided that the strength of the 367 
authentication mechanism meets the requirements specified above. 368 
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g. For removable tokens, or embedded tokens at LOA-4, the authentication 369 
mechanism shall be implemented and enforced by the cryptographic 370 
module itself. 371 

h. When password reset is performed in person at the issuer’s facility, or at 372 
an unattended kiosk operated by the issuer, it shall be implemented 373 
through one of the following processes: 374 

i. The subscriber’s PIV card shall be used to authenticate the 375 
subscriber (via PKI-AUTH mechanism per Section 6.2.3.1 of FIPS 376 
201) prior to password reset. The issuer shall verify that the 377 
derived PIV credential is for the same subscriber who 378 
authenticated using the PIV card. 379 

ii. A 1:1 biometric match shall be performed against the biometric 380 
sample retained during initial issuance of the derived PIV 381 
credential, a stored biometric on the PIV card, or biometric data 382 
stored in the chain-of-trust as specified in FIPS 201. The issuer 383 
shall verify that the derived PIV credential is for the same 384 
subscriber for whom the biometric match was completed. 385 

i. When password reset is performed remotely, it shall follow the processes 386 
below: 387 

i. The subscriber’s PIV card shall be used to authenticate the 388 
subscriber (via PKI-AUTH authentication mechanism per Section 389 
6.2.3.1 of FIPS 201) prior to password reset. 390 

ii. If the reset occurs over a session that is separate from the session 391 
over which the PKI-AUTH authentication mechanism was 392 
completed, strong linkage (e.g., using a temporary secret) must be 393 
established between the two sessions. 394 

iii. The issuer shall verify that the derived PIV credential is for the 395 
same subscriber who authenticated using the PIV card. 396 

iv. The remote password reset shall be completed over a protected 397 
session (e.g., using TLS). 398 

j. Removable hardware tokens shall support the password reset 399 
functionality per Appendix B of SP 800-157. Support for password reset is 400 
not required at LOA 3, and implementations may instead choose to issue 401 
a new certificate following the initial issuance process if the password is 402 
forgotten. 403 
 404 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 405 

We foresee the following challenges for the implementation of derived PIV credentials: 406 

• a combination of technological and procedural requirements for the assertion of 407 
e-authentication LOA8 of the derived PIV credential, 408 

• enrollment processes both remote and in-person and issuance of derived PIV 409 
credential to known device and cryptographic container, 410 

• credential life-cycle management; for example, PIN unlock process for 411 
corresponding LOA, subscriber’s PIV card event that triggers derived PIV 412 
credential updates, 413 

• derived PIV credential zeroing and/or revocation based upon method of 414 
termination, credential container, and design consideration for the support 415 
public key infrastructure, 416 

• disparate PIV CMS interfaces and information exchange requirements for the 417 
issuance, maintenance, and termination of derived PIV credentials from a CMS 418 
that is not authoritative for the enrollee’s PIV enrollment record. 419 

5. RELEVANT STANDARDS AND REFERENCES 420 

• Backend Attribute Exchange (BAE) v2.0 Overview, January 2012 421 
http://idmanagement.gov/sites/default/files/documents/BAE_v2_Overview_Doc422 
ument_Final_v1.0.0.pdf 423 

• Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12: Policy for a Common Identification 424 
Standard for Federal Employees and Contractors, February 25, 2005 425 
http://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-presidential-directive-12 426 

• [id] Management.Gov, Common Policy Framework Certificate Policy, May 7, 2015 427 
http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-428 
certificate-policy 429 

• Universal Serial Bus Alliance, DWG Smart-Card USB Integrated Circuit(s) Card 430 
Devices, Universal Serial Bus Device Class: Smart Card ICCD, Specification for USB 431 
Integrated Circuit(s) Card Devices,  Revision 1.0, April 22, 2005. 432 
http://www.usb.org/developers/docs/devclass_docs/DWG_Smart-Card_USB-433 
ICC_ICCD_rev10.pdf 434 

• X.509 Certificate Policy for the U.S. Federal PKI Common Policy Framework, 435 
Version 1.21, December 20129 436 

                                                      

8 NIST Special Publication 800-63-2, “Electronic Authentication Guideline,” 
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-63-2 
9 The relevant versions of these documents will come once FPKIPA approves the changes required to 
support derived PIV credentials. 
 

http://idmanagement.gov/sites/default/files/documents/BAE_v2_Overview_Document_Final_v1.0.0.pdf
http://idmanagement.gov/sites/default/files/documents/BAE_v2_Overview_Document_Final_v1.0.0.pdf
http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy
http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy
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http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-437 
certificate-policy 438 

• X.509 Certificate and Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile for the Shared 439 
Service Providers (SSP) Program, Version 1.5, January 200810 440 
http://idmanagement.gov/sites/default/files/documents/CertCRLprofileForCP.p441 
df 442 

• Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Publication 201-2, Personal 443 
Identity Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and Contractors, NIST, August 444 
2013 445 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/FIPS/NIST.FIPS.201-2.pdf. 446 

• NIST Special Publication 800-63-2, Electronic Authentication Guideline, NIST, 447 
August 2013 http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-448 
63-2.pdf 449 

• NIST Special Publication 800-73-4, Interfaces for Personal Identity Verification (3 450 
Parts), May 2015 451 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-73-4.pdf  452 

• NIST Special Publication 800-76-2, Biometric Specifications for Personal Identity 453 
Verification, July 2013 454 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-76-2.pdf  455 

• NIST Special Publication 800-78-4, Cryptographic Algorithms and Key Sizes for 456 
Personal Identity Verification, NIST, May 2014, or as http://csrc.nist.gov 457 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-63-2.pdf  458 

• NIST Special Publication 800-79 2, DRAFT Guidelines for the Authorization of 459 
Personal Identity Verification Card Issuers (PCI) and Derived PIV Credential Issuers 460 
(DPCI), June 2, 2014 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-79-2/sp800_79-461 
2_draft.pdf  462 

• NIST Special Publication 800-96, PIV Card to Reader Interoperability Guidelines, 463 
September, 2006  464 
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-96/SP800-96-091106.pdf 465 

• NIST Special Publication 800-157, Guidelines for Derived Personal Identity 466 
Verification (PIV) Credentials, December 2014 467 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-157.pdf  468 

• NIST Interagency Report 7817, A Credential Reliability and Revocation Model for 469 
Federated Identities, November 2012 470 
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2012/NIST.IR.7817.pdf 471 

6. HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE 472 

The figure below depicts the proposed environment and architecture for the derived PIV 473 
credentials proof of concept: 474 

                                                      

10 The relevant versions of these documents will come once FPKIPA approves the changes required to 
support derived PIV credentials. 

http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy
http://www.idmanagement.gov/documents/common-policy-framework-certificate-policy
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/FIPS/NIST.FIPS.201-2.pdf
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-73-4.pdf
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-76-2.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-63-2.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-79-2/sp800_79-2_draft.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-79-2/sp800_79-2_draft.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-96/SP800-96-091106.pdf
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-157.pdf
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2012/NIST.IR.7817.pdf
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Hosted Resources 

Identity Management 
System

Local Resources

Derived PIV
 PKI

 475 

Figure 1. Proposed Derived PIV Credentials Environment 476 

Components 477 

Components needed to implement the proposed Derived PIV Credentials building block 478 
include, but are not limited to the following:  479 

• Client systems 480 

• Server systems 481 

• Cloud computing services 482 

• DNS/DNSSEC services 483 

• Removable MicroSD tokens 484 

• Removable USB security tokens  485 

• Removable UICC tokens 486 

• Embedded Mobile Device Software tokens 487 
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• Embedded Hardware 488 

• Virtual private network service 489 

• Domain name services 490 

• Windows domain controllers 491 

• Active Directory Federation Servers 492 

• Identity management system 493 

• Cards management system 494 

• Certificate authorities for PIV and Derived PIV Credentials 495 

• Application Proxy Servers 496 

• PIV/PIV-I/ CIV Card Management Systems 497 

• PIV/PIV-I/ CIV smart card writers and printer 498 

• PIV/PIV-I/ CIV compliant smart card readers 499 

• PIV/PIV-I/ CIV compliant Smart cards 500 

• Mobile devices 501 

• Operating Systems  502 

• Laptop computer 503 

APPENDIX A - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 504 

APDU Application Protocol Data Unit 

BAE Backend Attribute Exchange 

CA Certification Authority 

CIV Personal Identity Verification-Compatible 

CMS Card Management System 

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standards 

FPKIPA Federal PKI Common Policy Framework 

ICC Integrated Circuit Card 

ICCD Integrated Circuit(s) Card Device 
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IT Information Technology 

LOA Level of Assurance 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

OTP One-Time Password 

PIN Personal Identification Number 

PIV Personal Identity Verification 

PIV-C Personal Identity Verification-Compatible 

PIV-I Personal Identity Verification-Interoperable 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

RA Registration Authority 

SD Secure Digital 

SP Special Publication 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

UICC universal integrated circuit card 

URRS Uniform Reliability and Revocation Service 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

 505 
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